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IFC resolution backs joint Residence Week

By Tony Lima

"In searching for a fair and more efficient method for handling the organization for freshmen who attend Rush Week this year, and in order to provide the proper information for freshmen may be better equipped to decide the living group question, we, the undersigned, propose the following resolutions to take effect this year."

That is the beginning of the resolution passed by a 47-0 vote at the Monday meeting of the IFC.

Beginning with the proposal that the period until Registration Day be called Residence Orientation Week, the resolution reads: "After Rush Week, the resolution goes on to recommend several radical changes in the structure of the week. First, the dorms are called to the IFC on the Friday of Rush Week, with their full program before them. After the speakers at the pre-Rush Week meeting will include representatives of the Institute, the IFC Chairman and Rush Chairman, and the Dormitory Chairman. Third, there will be a joint clearing house, with the IFC nominally in charge of the operation."

Naturally, there are still some details to be worked out. One of these is the set of rules which the dormitories will operate under. Rather than set up an unwieldy set of rules, it was decided that in the case of a complaint against a minority, the IFC, in conjunction with the dorms, would decide the question, with the Dorms chairman (Please turn to page 5)

Despite NSF record
Institute counseling record spotty

By Robert Daniels

In response to the article in the April 2 issue of The Tech which concerned communications deficiencies in MIT's counseling system, Dean Irwin Graubard, the counseling committee on Wednesday.

The last day to drop a class without penalty is Friday, May 3. The last day of classes is Friday, May 17, and final will be on Wednesday, May 22.

McCarthy expresses views on civil rights

By Greg Armonson

"I'm a loud orator on a loud orator..." said Senator Minnesota Senator Eugene McCarthy. He opened his speech at MIT's Bapteme Gymnasium Thursday before 5000 audience.

The gymnasium was filled to capacity three hours before the Board, and it was hard to hear him speak. The overflow was then directed to the Student Union where the entire gymnasium was also standing room only in one could move, much less sit.

Promptly at 8 pm, John Ken- nedy, the candidate for the introductory speaker, walked through the gymnasium. Although he received a loud applause, after the had walked out to wait for McCarthy, many people asked who he was. Apparently, McCarthy arrived 40 minutes late, but even to receive a 5-minute standing ovation. McCarthy gave a surprisingly short introductory speech.

McCarthy commented that he was surprised at what educational that his style of campaigning had come to be well known.

LSC sponsors Muhammad Ali

Muhammad Ali, the Black Muslim leader and former heavyweight boxing champion, has been invited by President to present a lecture on race relations to freshmen. He will speak Friday in Knezev, though the exact time has not been set.

Ali is currently on bail as the result of his refusal to enter the Army, and is spending much of his time in speaking engagements, such as the lecture; his comments were interesting in the light of recent events.

Gopal weakening
Saloma sees Democratic win

By Steve Leech

The Democrats are heading towards a victory in the November elections, predicts Professor John S. Saloma, "a Department of Political Science and member of the Liberal Republican6tory."

Basing his prediction on the current political trend of recent polls, Saloma contends that liberal-based candidacies of Senator Kennedy and McCarthy are building up overwhelming support by lumping independents into the struggle between these two men.

Republican overtake

McCarthy has strung successful spokes in American politics. His quiet, unassuming style has won him, and for this, his supporters. The McCarthy campaign has also gone over to his corner in a recent several style of politics practiced by Kennedy and the Republicans.

Due to the lack of a liberal Republican candidate, McCarthy is also exploring a large crossover movement.

Kennedy probably nomine

The real support for Senator Kennedy lies in his eloquent speeches, his long-time voting record, his traditional strength of the Democratic Party. McCarthy's support in the other hand lies in the independent and liberal Republican sectors of the nation; this is done, however, only at the student's request.
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